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Ontological engineering is a methodology that proposes various processes for constructing 
ontologies (Corcho, Fernández-López, & Gómez-Pérez, 2006; Davies, Fensel, & Harmelen, 
2003; Dietz, 2006; Gašević, Djurić, & Devedžić, 2006; Gómez-Pérez, Fernández-López, & 
Corcho, 2003; T. Gruber, 1993; Guarino, 1997; Horridge, Knublauch, Rector, Stevens, & Wroe, 
2004; Uschold & Gruninger, 1996).  
     Such a process begins with a knowledge elicitation step for the target domain based on the 
services that the ontology is expected to provide. This step allows for the identification and 
structuring of the domain’s knowledge through documentation and consultation with experts. The 
next step involves the formalization of knowledge into an ontology. Ontologies can afterwards be 
processed by software agents using inference engines to deduce facts that were not provided by 
constructor of the model. The final step, validation, ensures that the ontology is effective in 
accounting for all useful knowledge needed to satisfy the original objectives. 
     The nature of the knowledge to be represented and the diversity of its sources (documents, oral 
and written communications, graphic representations, tacit knowledge, etc.) can make the process 
of designing an ontology tedious. In particular, in the scientific literature in education and 
psychology, declarative, procedural, and strategic (or conditional) knowledge is usually discussed 
(Paquette, 2002; Paris, Lipson & Wixson, 1983), which adds to the complexity of the process. 
     This chapter contributes to the field of ontological engineering by building a methodology that 
starts by building semi-formal models and subsequently, transforms this type of model into an 
                                                          
1 This chapter is based on two conference articles related to the doctoral work of Michel Héon (Héon, 
Paquette & Basque, 2008; 2009). 
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ontology. The first section describes the concepts of semi-formal models and formal models, and 
justifies an ontological engineering methodology based on the transformation of semi-formal 
models. In Section 2, we will explain the role of meta-models in this methodology.  In Section 3, 
we present the ontological engineering methodology, and in Section 4, we present a concrete 
example of transformation of a semi-formal model into an ontology. 
 
14.1 LEVELS OF KNOWLEDGE FORMALIZATION 
Uschold & Gruninger (1996) classify representational languages into four levels, as shown in 
Figure 14.1. 
     The highly informal level involved the use of natural language, which is the most 
commonly used in human communications. This type of knowledge representation, 
however, presents a high degree of ambiguity, which the human brain is able to decode, 
in part, but which computer have trouble processing, as evidenced by the difficulties that 
still exist in the automated interpretation of natural language. 
     The semi-informal level, involved a restricted and structured form of natural language, 
for example, the description of algorithms in the stereotyped language known as pseudo-
code. These restrictions reduces spontaneity and the degree of expressiveness but 
enhances the clarity of the representation by reducing ambiguities. The MOT visual 
modeling language presented in this book, as well as UML, are two examples of semi-
formal representational languages. Representations of this type may still contain 
ambiguities, but the relaxation of language constraints, as compared to formal languages, 
encourages and stimulates knowledge expressiveness and communication between 
humans. 
     Finally, languages such as conceptual graphs, predicate logic or OWL (presented in 
Chapter 10), with their rigorously formal levels, provide representations of knowledge 
that may have reduced expressiveness but, by eliminating representational ambiguity, can 
be processed by software components. 
     
 
Figure 14.1 - Levels of formalization of knowledge representation languages 
     It is generally agreed that to develop an ontology one must proceed with a feasibility study, 
specification of the target system, creation of a preliminary ontology, refinement, and finally, 
revision and modification. (Gómez-Pérez et al., 2003; Staab, Studer, Schnurr, & Sure, 2001; 
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Uschold & Gruninger, 1996). Although well-structured, none of these methods involves 
computer-assisted formalization and validation steps. Moreover, most of these methods use an 
informal level of representational language, including documents and interviews with experts, 
which adds to the complexity of the ontology formalization step. We propose retaining these 
sources, but in the context of an initial semi-formal modeling step, one we have applied in a 
variety of situations, some of which will be presented in chapters 16 and 21. In particular, the co-
modeling strategy used by Basque et al. (2008) for knowledge elicitation and the transfer of 
expertise in organizations brings together experts, novices, and knowledge engineers in the joint 
development of semi-formal knowledge models. This kind of semi-formal modeling phase is well 
suited to the consensual aspect inherent to the concept of ontology, according to Gruber (1993). 
     One might think, in order to save time and energy, it would be preferable to elicit knowledge 
from a content expert directly in the form of an ontology. On the contrary, we believe that the 
process of ontology construction must be broken down into two distinct phases: a semi-formal but 
well-developed knowledge elicitation phase followed by a knowledge formalization phase in 
which the semi-formal model is transformed into a formal ontology. 
     Although semi-formal models always contain some elements of ambiguity, their expressive 
flexibility, especially in their use of visual language, allows for easier access to and identification 
of tacit knowledge. In this context, spontaneity is not inhibited by the cognitive load associated 
with the formalization of thought. Also, the use of a representation system that is more convivial 
than ontologies widens the pool of individuals who are able to represent their knowledge and 
prevents experts from wasting their time, which can be costly for an organization. The time 
gained in eliciting knowledge at a semi-formal level is, in fact, quality gain in representing that 
knowledge. Moreover, semi-formal models created without the assistance of a knowledge 
engineer can later be formalized, even if the content experts are no longer available. 
     We begin with the premise that semi-formal models can be formalized into ontologies without 
losing the distinctions between declarative, procedural, and strategic knowledge types. We further 
propose a methodology for transforming semi-formal models into formal ontological models 
through a semi-automated process. This methodology involves procedures, techniques, and a 
computer-assisted formalization process. 
      
14.2 META-MODELING—A TRANSFORMATION TOOL 
BETWEEN MODELS 
The purpose of this section is to introduce the concepts of “meta-model” and “modeling space” 
required for describing the transformation between models. These are inspired by the concepts of 
"Model Driven Architecture (MDA)" (Kadima, 2005; OMG MDA, 2007) and the "Ontological 
Definition Meta-model (ODM)" “ (Gašević, Djurić, & Devedžić, 2006; OMG ODM, 2007). 
     Remember that a model is an abstraction; an oversimplification of reality, representing the 
latter’s main elements and interactions. A model can be used to replace a theory that is partially 
or wholly non-existent, simulate and reproduce the interactions of an inaccessible system, or 
represent a personal or shared conceptualization of a system (Apostel, 1960; T. R. Gruber, 1993). 
A system is represented by a graphical schematization consisting of entities and relationships. 
Each entity corresponds to a symbol, a use rule, and more or less formal semantics. 
      
Meta-models 
A meta-relation (“meta” meaning “about") is used in representational systems to connect 
two entities having the same subject but different levels of abstraction. For example, meta-
knowledge (whose subject is knowledge) is knowledge about knowledge (Pitrat, 1990). Similarly, 
a meta-model is a model about a model. The relation “about” describes a relation of definition 
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between two objects. The meta-object defines the object. The object is therefore an instance of the 
meta-object. 
     Used especially in software development, meta-models can represent 1) a modeling space in 
the form of domain data models, 2) a domain model using a representational language, or 3) the 
representation system itself (see Figure 14.2). Domain data make up Level M0, which consists of 
the factual representations of domain elements. Domain models, making up level M1, are a first 
level of abstraction. Level M2 models, also called meta-models, define the representational 
languages used for modeling the domain. Level M3 models, or meta-meta-models, group together 
level M2 models, i.e. representation systems. Level M3 models are reflexive, i.e. they are self-
defining. 
 
 
Figure 14.2 – Abstraction level of models 
     Let us first illustrate the concept of meta-model. In Chapter 2, Figure 2.11, we represented the 
components of MOT in MOT language. The resulting model was therefore a meta-model of the 
MOT representation system (Level M2). Note that we could have used any representational 
language to describe MOT. Figure 14.3 shows this meta-model expressed in Unified Modeling 
Language (UML). The first part of the figure groups together the higher-level components of 
objects and relations; the second part describes knowledge types; the third part describes relation 
types. 
     According to the UML model, a MOT model consists of one or more "knowledge objects" and 
one or more "relations.” A relation consists of a “source” association and a “target” association, 
each designating a knowledge object connected by the relation. Much like theories of knowledge 
representation, MOT offers the possibility of representing knowledge at two levels of abstraction: 
conceptual ("Abstract Knowledge") and factual ("Fact"). In MOT, knowledge objects are 
connected together by the link types shown in the figure. 
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Figure 14.3 - UML representation of higher-level MOT components 
Meta-models and modeling spaces 
     Let us now define the concept of meta-meta-model. This concept is used for comparing two 
modeling languages, which is also the purpose of this chapter. For example, suppose we want to 
compare UML and MOT languages. We must represent them both in the same representational 
language. This representational language, is at level M3. It could be MOT, UML, or another 
language, for example the Ontology Web Language (OWL). We would represent both the MOT 
and UML meta-models in this language, thus creating two Level M3 meta-meta-models. The 
language for representing meta-models (representational language models) is called a modeling 
space (Gašević, Djurić, & Devedžić, 2006). 
     For a given modeling space, i.e. for a given meta-meta-model, the meta-modeling architecture 
ensures interoperability between the representation systems (level M2 models). This 
interoperability supports the translation of a domain model represented by a source representation 
system into a domain model represented by a target representation system. The transformation of 
domain models between representation systems is the main activity supported by this architecture.  
     A modeling space (MS) is a modeling architecture based on a particular meta-meta-model. 
Figure 14.4 shows different types of modeling spaces. The first is the Extended Backus-Naur 
Form (EBNF), the model that defines the grammar of Java language. It is used for modeling Java 
programs, which are themselves models for describing representations of reality. The second, 
RDFS, is the meta-meta-model for OWL language, used to construct OWL ontology models. The 
third, MetaObject Facility (MOF), supports both UML and MOT meta-models, which define the 
representational language used for constructing their respective models. By applying a single MS, 
one is able to compare two models that use different representational systems. 
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Figure 14.4 – Modeling spaces (adapted from Gasevic et al. ,2006, p. 132). 
Transformation process between models 
    An important application of meta-models and modeling spaces is the transformation between 
models. This involves the automatic generation of a target model from a source model through 
the application of transformation rules that regulate the transformation process. 
     Note that even if the representational rules change from one model to the other, both models 
are used to represent the same reality. Illustrated in Figure 14.5, the transformation process 
generates a target model based on information contained in the source model. Rules for 
interpreting the source model’s information are determined by the source meta-model (level M2), 
expressed in the language of the meta-meta-model. Likewise, rules for interpreting the target 
model’s information are defined by the target meta-model, which is also an input to the 
transformation process. 
 
 
 
Figure 14.5 – Transformation process between models 
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     The principle of parallel transformation, shown in Figure 14.6, has as pre-condition that 
requires the source and target meta-models to have similar structures, thus facilitating the design 
of "one to one"-type transformation rules. For example, the meta-class  “Concept” of the MOT 
meta-model can be transposed into the meta-class  “Class” of the OWL meta-model; or the meta-
class  “S_link”, which is a relation type, can be transposed into the meta-class  “subClassOf.” 
Paquette 82008) used this approach to create the MOT-OWL language so that language is a sub-
class of MOT models that covers the elements of the OWL-DL ontology language. 
      
 
 
Figure 14.6 - Process of parallel transformation 
A significant limitation of parallel transformation is that the process is carried out without taking 
into account the semantics of the languages involved in the transformation. To use the analogy of 
translation between natural languages, parallel transformation is a process that produces a word-
to-word translation without considering the meaning of the words that are translated. Given the 
diversity of knowledge that can be processed by MOT, and the changes in the level of knowledge 
formalization required by the transformation process, we feel that the semantic framework offered 
by MOT language is extremely useful in this respect. 
     To this end, for the RDF(S) modeling space, we propose the principle of orthogonal 
transformation, which is used to describe OWL ontologies having SWRL extensions for rules. In 
orthogonal transformation, Levels M1 and M2 of the MOT source model (expressed in the 
RDF(S) modeling area and thus as an ontology) intercede, as does the source model itself. As 
illustrated in Figure 14.7, the ontology of the MOT meta-model (which describes MOT 
language), the ontology of the MOT source model (instances of classes in the MOT meta-model), 
and the MOT source model itself, all act as inputs to the transformation process producing the 
target model in the form of an ontology. All these models, we repeat, are expressed in the same 
modeling area. 
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Figure 14.7 - Process of orthogonal transformation 
 
An interesting feature of this transformation principle is that MOT domain model is represented 
as a factual element (instances of classes) of the MOT language ontology. The semantics of the 
semi-formal model is represented by the MOT meta-model ontology. This feature of combining 
semantic and factual elements allows for the production and application of transformation rules 
that are based on deductions and inferences contextualized by the source model. 
 
14.3 METHOD FOR TRANSFORMING SEMI-FORMAL MODELS 
INTO ONTOLOGIES 
Based on the above, we will now present the ontological engineering method for transforming a 
semi-formal model into an ontology model. This method involves three higher-level processes, as 
shown in Figure 14.8: 1) design of a semi-formal model, which in fact is a knowledge elicitation 
step; 2) transformation into a domain ontology, which involves formalizing the semi-formal 
model into a domain ontology; and 3) semantic and syntactic validation of the domain ontology, 
which is a pivotal step for determining whether a new iteration is required. 
     The first process has been the subject of several chapters in this book. It is carried out using a 
semi-formal model editor such as MOT or UML and helps to produce a semi-formal model that 
conveys the semantics of a domain. The second and third processes consist in formalizing the 
semi-formal model into an ontology and validating its syntax and semantics. The purpose of this 
validation is to verify that the two models concord. If they do not, the process is repeated until the 
semi-formal model and the ontology concord satisfactorily. Machine-assisted formalization and 
validation are designed to support these ontological engineering processes. They are described 
below. 
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Figure 14.8 - Incremental method for designing a domain ontology 
Process of formalization into a domain ontology 
Figure 14.9 is a sub-model of Figure 14.8 that shows the central process of formalizing a semi-
formal model into an ontology. It is broken down into three tasks: import into a modeling space, 
disambiguation, and transformation into an ontology 
     During the import phase, the semi-formal model is translated into the representational 
language in which the subsequent tasks will be carried out, i.e. OWL. At this stage, no new 
knowledge is generated. Only the representational language differs. The goal of the 
disambiguation phase is to reveal ambiguities that may exist in elements of the semi-formal 
model. This phase is essential for preserving the semantic integrity of the semi-formal model. In 
the transformation phase, each element of the disambiguated semi-formal model is interpreted 
and then translated into the appropriate ontological form. Formalization is managed by a 
knowledge engineer and is computer-assisted. A content expert provides expertise as required, 
specifically during the disambiguation phase, to help the engineer classify the model's various 
ambiguous elements 
 
Figure 14.9 – Process of formalization into a domain ontology 
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Formalization of a semi-formal model is accomplished in several steps. At each step, the data 
changes format. To illustrate these changes, we will examine these steps through a typical 
example. Figure 14.1 is such an example, which is meant to be general and with no particular 
significance. Our goal is to simply illustrate the changes in the data independently of an 
application domain. 
     Figure 14.1 is a MOT model combining different types of entities and relations. The dotted 
entities are facts or instances of abstract knowledge. The bottom line thus indicates that an 
"Agent" regulates the trace "Processus2," which produces the example "anOutput"; the process is 
preceded by the trace "Processus1,” itself invoked by the example "anInput" of "Concept2.” 
     The upper part of the figure indicates that "Concept2” is a sort-of "Concept3,” which is 
regulated by "aProperty" connecting it to the concept "Concept4.” Note that the latter contains 
two C-links having different meanings, which is allowed in MOT language. The first C-link is an 
attribute, "Concept6," which comprises the definition of the concept, for example, the concept 
"cat," which is composed of the attribute "weight.” The second link, on the other hand, indicates 
that "Concept5" is a part of "Concept4," for example "cat," which is composed of a “mouth.” The 
transformation process allows for the disambiguation of these different meanings, as well as the 
different meanings attributed to the relationship "R-Regulates." 
 
Figure 14.10 – Typical example in MOT language 
Import into an OWL modeling space 
The first step of the formalization process—import into the OWL modeling space—is presented 
in Figure 14.2. Its purpose is to translate the semi-formal MOT model into the OWL format. 
From the point of view of the OWL model, the semi-formal model contains all the data (Level 
M0) of the semi-formal model and the semantics (Level M1) of the MOT language. In the import 
step, each element of the semi-formal model is transformed into level M0 data in the OWL 
representation (i.e. the meta-model) of MOT language. 
 
Figure 14.11 – Import of a semi-formal model into an OWL modeling space 
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The final product of the import step is an OWL document containing all the elements of the semi-
formal model along with their interpretation in the MOT meta-model. Table 14.1 presents the 
typical model in Figure 10 both prior to and following transformation. Each entity or relation of 
the model is represented in OWL by a record of the type subject/predicate/object. The subject 
takes the name of the entity or relationship in the MOT model, the predicate is denoted by the 
word "is," and the object is an interpretation with respect to the MOT meta-model. 
 
Source MOT model Model imported into OWL 
:Agent_114 :Agent_114          is       metaMot:MOT_Principle. 
:Concept2_109 :Concept2_109       is       metaMot:MOT_Concept. 
:Concept3_112 :Concept3_112       is       metaMot:MOT_Concept. 
:Concept4_111 :Concept4_111       is       metaMot:MOT_Concept. 
:Concept5_118 :Concept5_118       is       metaMot:MOT_Concept. 
:Concept6_119 :Concept6_119       is       metaMot:MOT_Concept. 
:Process1_116 :Process1_116       is       metaMot:MOT_Trace. 
:Process2_115 :Process2_115       is       metaMot:MOT_Trace. 
:unIntrant_110 :anInput_110        is       metaMot:MOT_Example. 
:unProduit_117 :anOuput_117        is       metaMot:MOT_Example. 
:unePropriete_113 :aProperty_113      is       metaMot:MOT_Principle. 
:uneValeur_120 :aValue_120         is       metaMot:MOT_Example. 
:LinkC_Concept4_111_ 
Concept5_118 
:LinkC_Concept4_111_Concept5_118   is    metaMot:MOT_LinkC ; 
      metaMot:MOT_connTarget                 :Concept5_118 ; 
      metaMot:MOT_connDestination            :Concept4_111 . 
:LinkC_Concept4_111_ 
Concept6_119 
:LinkC_Concept4_111_Concept6_119   is    metaMot:MOT_LinkC ; 
      metaMot:MOT_connDestination            :Concept6_119 ; 
      metaMot:MOT_connSource                 :Concept4_111 . 
:LinkR_Agent_114_ 
Process2_115 
:LinkR_Agent_114_Process2_115      is    metaMot:MOT_LinkR ; 
      metaMot:MOT_connDestination            :Process2_115 ; 
      metaMot:MOT_connSource                 :Agent_114 . 
:LinkS_Concept2_109_ 
Concept3_112 
:LinkS_Concept2_109_Concept3_112   is    metaMot:MOT_LinkS ; 
      metaMot:MOT_connDestination            :Concept3_112 ; 
      metaMot:MOT_connSource                 :Concept2_109 . 
……. ……. 
Table 14.1. - Typical Level M0 model in an OWL modeling space 
 
Disambiguation of a semi-formal model 
As seen above, a semi-formal model contains ambiguities that are inherent in the semantics of its 
representational language. For example, the interpretation of the C-link in MOT has a double 
semantic as both attribute and part of (component of) a whole. The disambiguation step, 
presented in Figure 14.3, is designed to remove such ambiguities by classifying elements of the 
semi-formal model into a non-ambiguous reference ontology. 
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Figure 14.12 – Disambiguation step of a semi-formal model 
Disambiguation of a semi-formal model consists of three steps: typological disambiguation, 
topological disambiguation, and semantic disambiguation. 
     Typological disambiguation is the most automated of the three. It associates a semi-formal 
model component type with an element of a non-ambiguous reference ontology. For example, the 
component "S_link” (sort-of) is interpreted as a hyponymic relation, and the component “I_link” 
(instance) is interpreted as a relation of instantiation. 
     Topological disambiguation is more complex and, in some case, can only be semi-automated. 
Disambiguation can be defined as a characterization of a model’s components by the context in 
which they participate in a typical structure. For example, the concepts "Concept3" and 
"Concept4" in Figure 14.1 are interpreted as “owl:Class,” and the principle "aProperty" is 
interpreted as a (binary) property linking these classes through the following context of 
disposition: the principle lies between two classes through input R_link and output R_Link. 
     From the point of view of knowledge engineering, disambiguation based on domain semantics 
can be tricky since it requires an understanding of the target domain and therefore collaboration 
with a domain expert. Again, as shown in the example in Figure 14.1, C-links connect 
"Concept4" with "Concept5" and "Concept6,” and these are respectively disambiguated by 
“Concept4 hasAsAttribute Concept6" and "Concept4 hasAsComponent Concept5.” This semantic 
disambiguation requires knowledge of the domain and can only be partially automated. 
     Disambiguation of a model’s entities is analogous to an information control system, as shown 
in Figure 14.13a. One by one, each entity of the source model is analyzed according to 
disambiguation criteria and classified in the reference ontology. The controller is an expert 
system of axioms and rules that applies knowledge contained in the disambiguation ontology to 
classify, in the reference ontology, ambiguous entities of the semi-formal model. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 14.13: a) Control of ambiguous entities in the reference ontology; 
                       b) Taxonomy of ontology concepts for the treatment of ambiguous entities in MOT  
The disambiguation ontology consists of a taxonomy used for invoking the system's rules. 
The concept “TA_AmbiguityList” in Figure 14.13b is a class containing ambiguous elements of 
the model. When the engineer believes that disambiguation is completed, he or she applies an 
inference to the ontology. The non-classified elements are thus classified under this concept. The 
concept “TA_EntityType” includes all the disambiguation categories of the MOT semi-formal 
model elements. Each sub-concept includes the categorization elements of the model's entities for 
each possible disambiguation. These elements are presented to the engineer in the form of options 
for semantic disambiguation. For example, the ontology engineer may be asked whether a given 
concept corresponds to a class by enumeration or by complement, intersection, or union with 
other classes. 
     In this approach, the reference ontology acts as an adapter between the source (semi-formal) 
ontological meta-models and the target domain ontology. This ontology is intended to ensure 
interoperability between the various semi-formal meta-models since we want to be able to 
transform into ontologies other semi-formal models besides those expressed in MOT language. 
Figure 14.14 illustrates this objective. We note that reference ontologies are OWL formalizations 
for representing MOT models, entity-relation graphs, UML graphs, or Topic Maps, which are 
various ways of constructing semi-formal models. 
     The structure of the entity-relation model developed by Chein (1976) is used as a meta-model 
for reference ontologies. The concepts that make up this ontology are grouped into the classes 
“OR_Entity” and “OR_Relation.” For example, in the transformation, the concepts "MOT" or 
“Entity-relation graph” are represented in the reference ontology by the OWL class 
“OR_Abstract_Entity_Procedural_General.” When all the elements of the semi-formal model are 
thus classified, a set of SWRL rules is then applied to the reference ontology to generate the 
domain ontology. 
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Figure 14.14 – Reference ontology for adaptation among meta-models      
The taxonomy of reference ontology (RO) classes is shown in Figure 14.15. 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 14.15 – Taxonomy of reference ontology a) entity concepts and b) relation concepts 
     OR_Entity” includes all metaknowledge that can be represented in the domain ontology. It is 
classified into three general sub-concepts: “OR_Abstract_Entity,” “OR_Observable_Entity,” and 
“OR_Schema_Entity.” 
     The class “OR_Abstract_Entity” includes metaknowledge associated with the 
representation of abstract knowledge. In MOT language, “MOT_Concept,” 
“MOT_Procedure,” and “MOT_Principle” are part of this metaknowledge category. 
     The class “OR_Observable_Entity” designates all metaknowledge used for representing 
observable entities in reality. In MOT language, factual knowledge such as 
“MOT_Example,” “MOT_Trace,” and “MOT_Statement” are represented in this class. 
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     The class “OR_Schema_Entity” is used to classify meta-knowledge associated with data 
type definitions, for example, integers, real numbers, and character strings. 
         The class “OR_Relation” designates the meta-relations that are used to connect 
metaknowledge. Each relation of the semi-formal model is disambiguated and classified 
according to one of the classes, some of which are structural, such as “Antonym,” “Holonym,” 
“Meta,” “Operator,” “Property,” and “Synonym,” while others make reference, rather, to relations 
that designate the path of information, such as “Flux.” 
Disambiguation rules and axioms 
To classify the elements of the semi-formal model, the computer-assisted formalization process 
uses a set of rules and axioms for both typological and topological disambiguation. Table 14.2 
presents some of these rules as applied to semi-formal MOT language models. The first is a 
typological rule; the remaining two are topological rules. 
 
Type Rule statement Interpretation 
Identification of a 
hyponymic 
relation 
metaMot: MOT_LinkS (? ls) → 
ot:OT_IsEntityType(?ls, 
oAmbig:Relation_Hyponym) 
If the link is an S-link, then there is a hyponymic relation. 
Disambiguation of 
an IP- link 
between a concept 
and a procedure 
metaMot:MOT_LinkIP(?l_ip)   
metaMot:MOT_connSource(?l_ip, ?src) 
 
metaMot:MOT_connDestination(?l_ip, 
?dest)   
metaMot:MOT_Concept(?src)   
metaMot:MOT_Procedure(?dest) 
→ ot:OT_EntityTypeIs(?l_ip, 
oAmbig:Intrant)   
ot:OT_IsEntityType (?src, 
oAmbig:Declaratory_Entity)  
ot:OT_IsEntityType (?dest, 
oAmbig:Procedure) 
If the link is an IP-link whose 
source is a MOT_Concept and 
whose destination is a 
MOT_Procedure, THEN the link is 
an Input, the source is a 
Declaratory_Entity, and the 
destination is a Procedure. 
. 
principle between 
two concepts 
metaMot:MOT_Principle(?p)   
metaMot:MOT_isSource(?p, ?lrSrc)   
metaMot:MOT_isDestination(?p, 
?lrDest)   
metaMot:MOT_connSource(?lrDest, 
?connSrc)   
metaMot:MOT_connDestination(?lrSrc, 
?connDest) 
  → ot:OT_IsEntityType(?p, 
oAmbig:Property)   
ot:OT_IsEntityType(?connSrc, 
oAmbig:Declaratory_Entity)   
ot:OT_IsEntityType(?connDest, oAmbig: 
Declaratory_Entity) 
IF a principle p is the source of a LinkR (lrSrc) and the 
destination of another LinkR (lrDest), and if connSrc is 
the source knowledge of lrDest, and if connDest is the 
destination knowledge of lrSrc, THEN p is an EntityType 
Property, connSrc is an EntityType Declaratory_Entity, 
and connDest is also an EntityType Declaratory_Entity. 
Table 14.2 - Examples of typological and topological disambiguation rules 
Table 14.3 shows the classification of the semi-formal elements for the typical model in Figure 
14.10 following disambiguation. 
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No. Elements of the semi-formal model following disambiguation 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
:Agent_197  oRef:OR_Abstract_Entity_Strategic_Agent , metaMot:MOT_Principle; 
:Concept2_192 oRef:OR_Abstract_Entity_Declaratory , metaMot:MOT_Concept ; 
:Concept3_195 oRef:OR_ Abstract_Entity_Declaratory, metaMot:MOT_Concept ; 
:Concept4_194 oRef:OR_ Abstract_Entity_Declaratory, metaMot:MOT_Concept ; 
:Concept5_201 oRef:OR_ Abstract_Entity_Declaratory, metaMot:MOT_Concept ; 
:Concept6_202  oRef:OR_ Abstract_Entity_Declaratory, metaMot:MOT_Concept ; 
:LinkC_Concept4_194_Concept5_201   oRef:OR_Relation_Holonym , metaMot:MOT_LinkC ; 
:LinkC_Concept4_194_Concept6_202   oRef:OR_Relation_Property_Attribute , metaMot:MOT_LinkC ; 
:LinkIP_Process2_198_aProduct_200   oRef:OR_Relation_Flux_Product , metaMot:MOT_LinkIP ; 
:LinkIP_Input_193_Process1_199  oRef:OR_Relation_Flux_Input, metaMot:MOT_LinkIP ; 
:LinkI_Concept2_192_anInput_193  oRef:OR_Relation_Instance , metaMot:MOT_LinkI ; 
:LinkI_Concept6_202_aValue_203  oRef:OR_Relation_Instance , metaMot:MOT_LinkI ; 
:LinkP_Process1_199_Process2_198  oRef:OR_Relation_Flux_Precedence , metaMot:MOT_LinkP ; 
:LinkR_Agent_197_Process2_198  oRef:OR_Relation_Property_Regulation , metaMot:MOT_LinkR ; 
:LinkR_Concept3_195_aProperty_196  oRef:OR_Relation_Property_Regulation , metaMot:MOT_LinkR ; 
:LinkR_Property_196_Concept4_194 oRef:OR_Relation_Property_Regulation , metaMot:MOT_LinkR ; 
:LinkS_Concept2_192_Concept3_195 oRef:OR_Relation_Hyponym , metaMot:MOT_LinkS ; 
:Process1_199  oRef:OR_Observable_Entity_Procedural, metaMot:MOT_Trace ; 
:Process2_198  oRef:OR_ Observable_Entity_Procedural, metaMot:MOT_Trace ; 
:Inputt_193  oRef:OR_ Observable_Entity_Declaratory, metaMot:MOT_Example ; 
:Prodcut_200  oRef:OR_ Observable_Entity_Declaratory , metaMot:MOT_Example ; 
:Property_196  oRef:OR_Relation_Property_Object , metaMot:MOT_Principle ; 
:Value_203  oRef:OR_Observable_Entity_Declaratory , metaMot:MOT_Example 
Tableau 14.3: Classification of the elements of a semi-formal model in a reference ontology following 
disambiguation 
     Elements 3, 5, and 22 in the table are topological disambiguations. It is interesting to note that 
an input-product link (items 9, 10), classified by the sole concept “MOT_IP_Link MOT” in the 
meta-model, can be disambiguated and represented by two separate classes in the reference 
ontology, either “OR_Relation_Flux_Product” or “OR_Relation_Flux_Input.” 
 
Transformation into a domain ontology 
     The final step in the ontology formalization process consists of transforming the 
disambiguated model into an ontology. Figure 14.16 presents this step, which consists of 
applying, in successive order, five groups of rules integrated into the computer-assisted 
formalization process. 
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Figure 14.16 – Transformation into an ontology 
The following are some examples of rules in SWRL format. The first reflects the disambiguation 
of the C-link between Concept4 and Concept5 in Figure 14.10. The C-link is interpreted as a 
"Holonym", i.e. a link between a whole (Concept4) and one of its parts (Concept5). The second 
rule, based on this holonymic relation and the two declaratory abstract entities, is used to create 
two elements in the target ontology that have a new property type, “hasAsComponent.” 
Class 
creation 
rule 
oRef:OR_Relation_Holonym(?lc)   
oRef:OR_connSource(?lc, ?src)   
oRef:OR_Abstract_Entity_Declaratory(?src)   
oRef:OR_connDestination(?lc, ?dest)   
oRef:OR_identifies(?src, ?nameSrc)   
oRef:OR_identifies(?dest, ?nameDest)   
swrlb:stringConcat(?nomPropCompo,?nomSrc,"_hasAsComponent_",?nameDest) 
  → swrlbi:invokes("OWLCreatePropertyCmd", ?namePropCompo)   
swrlbi:invokes("OWLIsSubpropertyCmd",?nomPropCompo, "metaDom:HAS-AS-
COMPONENT") 
       
The second example corresponds to the concepts "Concept3" and "Concept4" in Figure 
14.10, related to "Property.” The first of the following rules will create this property in the target 
ontology, while the second rule will add a domain and a co-domain for this property, 
corresponding to the two concepts of the source ontology. 
 
Class creation oRef:OR_Relation_Property_Objet(?p)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_indentifies(?p, ?nomP) 
  → swrlbi:invokes("OWLCreatePropertyCmd", ?nameP) 
Classification des 
objets 
oRef:OR_Relation_Property_Object(?prop)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_connSource(?prop, ?src)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_connDestination(?prop, ?dest)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_identifies(?prop, ?nameProp)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_Abstract_Entity_Declaratory(?src)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_ Abstract_Entity_Declaratory (?dest)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_identifies(?src, ?nameSrc)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_identifies(?dest, ?nameDest) 
  → swrlbi:invokes("OWLProperty_AddDomainAndAddImageCmd", ?nameSrc, 
?nameProp, ?nameDest) 
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The third example shows how we treat the precedence link between the two trace entities, 
"Process1" and "Process2,” in Figure 14.10. The first creates an instance of each target trace in 
the ontology, while the second adds a property "IS-PRECEDENT-OF" between the two traces. 
 
Class creation oRef:OR_Obersvable_Entity_Procedural(?o)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_identiesy(?o, ?ident) 
  →swrlbi:invokes("OWLCreateInstanceCmd",?ident, 
"metaDom:MD_Procedural") 
Object 
classification 
oRef:OR_Relation_Flux_Precedence(?lp)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_connSource(?lp, ?src)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_ Obersvable_Entity_Procedural (?src)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_connDestination(?lp, ?dest)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_identifies(?src, ?nameSrc)  ∧ 
oRef:OR_identifies(?dest, ?nameDest) 
  →swrlbi:invokes("OWLAddPropertyBetweenIndividualCmd",?nameSrc, 
"metaDom:IS-PRECEDENT-OF", ?nameDest) 
Validation process 
 
Validation is a critical step in the process of constructing a domain ontology. In this step, eliciting 
a domain's knowledge semi-formally has the advantage of producing models in which the pre-
formalization of knowledge can be rigorously exploited. The validation of a domain ontology is 
regulated by two sub-processes—syntactic validation and semantic validation—as shown in 
Figure 14.17. These are controlled by the knowledge engineer. 
 
 
Figure 14.17 – Syntactic and semantic validation of a domain ontology 
     The purpose of syntax validation is to ensure that all elements of the semi-formal model are 
represented in the ontology according to the rules of the chosen ontology language, in our case, 
OWL-DL. Syntax validation is carried out in two steps:  generating a semi-formal model from the 
domain ontology; and comparing elements of the generated semi-formal model with those of the 
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source semi-formal model. If they correctly match, then it is true to conclude that the domain 
ontology syntactically represents all elements of the semi-formal domain model. 
      Semantic validation focuses on the meaning of the representations that are reflected in the 
ontology. For example, an error that is sometimes made by designers unfamiliar with MOT 
language stems from a confusion between S-links ("sort of" [is-a]) and C-links ("comprising" 
[part-of]). The designers may be tempted to state that “planet” comprises Venus, Earth, Mars, 
etc., instead of stating that Venus, Earth, and Mars are kinds of (sort-of) planets. Applying an 
inference to the domain ontology determining that the inverse property of "comprises" is "partOf" 
would result in the conclusion that Venus, Earth, and Mars are parts of “planet.” This type of 
false conclusion should signal to the engineer and experts that a possible error exists in the 
semantic representation of the domain. 
      The first step in semantic validation is the production of formal conclusions through the 
application of inferences in the domain ontology. Test deduction scenarios can be used to further 
formalize this step. Comparing the expected conclusions of the engineer and inference expert 
with the machine-generated ones paves the way for reflection and may, on the one hand, lead the 
content expert to review the way in which the domain is represented, or on the other hand, 
terminate the domain ontology construction process. 
     Gómez-Pérez (2004) presents the following criteria for validating ontologies:  consistency 
helps to identify possible contradictions between ontological elements; completeness ensures that 
all ontological elements are either explicitly stated or inferred; conciseness is the principle that 
only elements that need to be defined should be defined; expandability is the ability to add new 
knowledge without changing previous knowledge; and sensitivity is the ability to react to 
changes. 
 
14.4 ILLUSTRATION OF MACHINE-ASSISTED ONTOLOGY 
FORMALIZATION 
In this concluding section, we will illustrate the application of the formalization methodology 
through an example. The methodology is deployed in three iterative steps: (1) production of a 
semi-formal model; (2) formalization of the semi-formal model into an ontology; (3) validation of 
the ontology. This last step involves either terminating the construction of the ontology or 
formulating a new design iteration. In addition to presenting the application of the methodology, 
we will examine how not only conceptual, but also procedural and strategic knowledge is treated 
in ontology formalization. 
Step 1:  Producing a semi-formal knowledge model 
    The purpose of this step is to develop a semi-formal knowledge model. In order to illustrate the 
assisted process and its ability to detect semantic errors, we have introduced various types of 
errors and semantic inaccuracies into the model presented in Figure 14.18. The model was created 
in MOT language (Paquette 2003, 2008), using the eLi editor
2
, which is briefly described in Héon 
et al. (2009). The errors introduced into the model are based on the "antipattern" concept 
proposed by Germany & Hendler (2008). Labels guide the treatment of these errors in the ensuing 
text. 
 
                                                          
2 In this editor, facts are represented by dotted figures. I-links originating from concepts, 
procedures, or principles are sufficient for determining whether these involve examples, 
traces, or statements, respectively. 
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Figure 14.18 - Example of a semi-formal model to be transformed 
      The following outlines the logic that may have produced such a model. Stars, planets, and 
natural satellites are celestial object. Planets revolve around stars, and natural satellites revolve 
around planets. Saturn, Mars, and Earth are planets, whereas Deimos and Phobos are natural 
satellites of Mars; Titan, Tethys, Japet, and Rhea are natural satellites of Saturn. Finally, the 
Moon is a natural satellite of Earth. There are countless other unspecified satellites. A celestial 
object is regulated by the principle of the law of universal gravitation. It has as an attribute its 
mass and is linked to other celestial objects by the force of gravitational attraction. This force is 
calculated from mass and gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s
2
), Other physical parameters may be 
calculated, such as energy and momentum. 
     Before proceeding with the formalization of the experimental model, we must first identify the 
ambiguities or inaccuracies it contains. 
     Label a) refers to a commonly observed modeling error—an error in the classification of the 
represented object's abstraction level. Sometimes, a designer confuses the representation of a 
concrete object with the abstract class to which it belongs. The concept of “Moon” as a sort of 
“natural satellite of Earth” may be valid, but what should be represented here is that the object is 
of the Type “Moon,” i.e. an example of the concept “Natural satellite of Earth" and not a sub-class 
of it. 
     Label b) refers to another representational error—the confusion between “S_link” and 
“C_link.” The model states that “Natural satellites” are composed of the “Natural satellites of 
Saturn.” The relation between these two concepts is mistakenly expressed as one of 
specialization. In the validation step, we will see how this error can be detected and presented to 
the expert. 
     Finally, another mistake is reversing the direction of “S_link” (see Label c). Given the 
transitivity of the S relation, we should conclude that all satellites and planets are stars. We will 
see the effects of this error in the validation step. Labels d) to g) refer to points of clarification, 
which we will discuss further on. 
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Step 2: Formalization 
     This step is guided by the engineer and results in the production of a formal ontology of the 
semi-formal model. It begins with an automated import process that translates the semi-formal 
model into the language of the ontology without transforming the latter. 
     Afterwards, the semi-automated process of disambiguation provides unique interpretations of 
the entities of the semi-formal model. Some entities (such as “I_link” and “S_link”) are 
unambiguous, that is, a semi-formal entity corresponds to a single formal entity. In this case, the 
automated disambiguation is typological. 
     Some ambiguities require automated processing based on a topological modeling framework. 
For example, the principles marked by Label e) are subject to this type of disambiguation since a 
principle between two concepts is interpreted as “owl:ObjectProperty,” whereas a principle 
connected to a concept by “R_link” is interpreted as “owl:class” under the cateogry 
“AGENT_CONSTRAINT_STANDARD.” The same applies to IP_links, which are 
disambiguated as “owl:ObjectProperty” under the category “Input” or “Output,” depending on the 
direction of the link. 
     If an object cannot be disambiguated either typologically or topologically, it must be 
disambiguated manually according to the semantics of the domain. In our example, “C_link” of 
Label b) and “C_link” of Label d) do not have the same meaning. In the first case, it is expressed 
as a relation of aggregation (“Natural satellites” are composed of the “Natural satellites of 
Earth”), whereas Label d) is interpreted as a relation of attribution: celestial bodies have as an 
attribute “Mass.” 
     Transformation into a domain ontology is the last step of the formalization process. Given that 
a semi-formal model integrates both procedural and strategic knowledge, the transformation must 
result in a representation of this knowledge that has a declaratory form in the domain ontology. 
The reference ontology shown in Figure 14.6 groups the formalized knowledge into three broad 
categories: "MD_Declaratory,” “MD_Procedural,” and “MD_Strategic.” Domain properties are 
grouped into six groups of metaproperties: HAS-AS-COMPONENT, HAS-AS-DEPENDENCY, 
IS-PART-OF, INPUT-OUTPUT, ALLOWS, HAS-AS-ATTRIBUTE, REGULATES, and IS-
REGULATED-BY. Some metaproperties are inverses of one another; for example, HAS-
COMPONENT is the inverse property of IS-PART-OF. In the validation step, we will that the 
attribution of this inverse property is extremely useful in the interpretation of ontology objects. 
Step 3: Validation 
     We will limit our discussion here to syntatic validation.
3
 The main purpose of semantic 
validation is to compare human conclusions inferred from the semi-formal model with machine 
conclusions inferred from the domain ontology. The first phase of validation is analysis of the 
ontology. In the taxonomy of classes for the ontology, the concept "Celestial object" is subsumed 
under the concept "Star," which would mean that "Earth,” a sort of “Planet,” is considered a star. 
This error of classification comes from reversing the direction of the S_link (Label c in Figure 1). 
The inference engine used in the ontology would automatically detect this inconsistency and lead 
to correcting the original semi-formal model. 
   In the scenario represented by Label b), we might interpret that Phobos, a natural satellite, is 
composed of a natural satellite of Saturn such as Titan. Moreover, a machine inference would 
state that Titan IS-PART-OF a natural satellite, whereas it would be more accurate to say that 
Titan and Phobos are both natural satellites. 
                                                          
3 Syntax validation is discussed in  Héon, Paquette et Basque (2009). 
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     The formalization of the scenario marked by Label a) indicates that “Moon," a sort of natural 
satellite of Earth, is a class. This means that we should be able to mechanically instantiate 
individuals of the type Moon, which in representational terms, is false because the moon is an 
object and not a class of objects. 
     Label d) presents a scenario in which a C-link is formalized as an attribute. This would be 
disambiguated by the distinction that exists between the meta-links HAS-AS-COMPONENT and 
HAS-AS-ATTRIBUTE. 
     Label e) presents two use cases of “Principle.” The first case, "Law of universal gravitation," 
is disambiguated in the form "owl:class” under the category “Agent_Constraint_Standard.” The 
second case, “isAbout,” is formalized as “owl: OBJECTPROPERTY,” whose domain and image 
correspond to the source and target class “Principle.” 
     Label f) indicates that the entities “calculate FG,” “calculate E," and “calculate QV” are traces 
of the procedural knowledge “calculate gravitational force,” “calculate energy,” and “calculate 
momentum." Label g) presents an interesting scenario because it concerns the ontological 
treatment of procedural knowledge. Through the meta-properties of the reference ontology, the 
inference engine can deduce that the calculation of momentum HAS-AS-A-DEPENDENCY the 
calculation of gravitational force and the calculation of energy, in that order. 
Conclusion of Chapter 14 
This chapter acts as a link between Parts I and II of this book, focusing on semi-formal 
modeling, and the chapters of Part III that deal with the Semantic Web and formal ontologies. We 
have advocated, in this chapter, the advantages of producing semi-formal models during the 
knowledge elicitation phase and then subsequently transforming them into ontologies in a 
systematic manner. 
      This is achieved by applying a specific ontological design methodology, which we described 
in detail using procedural MOT models. The originality of the methodology lies in the fact that it 
is supported by a system that assists engineers in the formalization process, and also assists both 
engineers and experts in the syntactic and semantic validation of the domain ontology. 
Subsequently, regardless of the types of knowledge or links used in the model, the analysis of 
possible ambiguities inherent in semi-formal language allows one to construct valid ontologies 
that are usable on the Semantic Web. 
           Through the validation of the resulting ontology, the methodology can also be used to 
assess the quality of semi-formal models that have been transformed into ontologies and from 
which new domain facts can be deduced. These facts can help to identify problems of 
interpretation in the original model and thus improve its quality. 
     The methodology described in this chapter uses the MOT and OWL languages in its 
application.  Nevertheless, it is conceived generically and can be applied to other semi-formal and 
formal languages. 
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